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Abstract. Safety is critical to broadening the application of rein-
forcement learning (RL). Often, we train RL agents in a controlled
environment, such as a laboratory, before deploying them in the real
world. However, the real-world target task might be unknown prior
to deployment. Reward-free RL trains an agent without the reward
to adapt quickly once the reward is revealed. We consider the con-
strained reward-free setting, where an agent (the guide) learns to
explore safely without the reward signal. This agent is trained in a
controlled environment, which allows unsafe interactions and still
provides the safety signal. After the target task is revealed, safety
violations are not allowed anymore. Thus, the guide is leveraged to
compose a safe behaviour policy. Drawing from transfer learning, we
also regularize a target policy (the student) towards the guide while
the student is unreliable and gradually eliminate the influence of the
guide as training progresses. The empirical analysis shows that this
method can achieve safe transfer learning and helps the student solve
the target task faster.

1 Introduction

Despite the numerous achievements of reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) [45, 35], safety concerns still prevent the wide adoption
of RL [11]. The lack of knowledge about the environment forces
standard agents to rely on trial-and-error strategies. However, this
approach is incompatible with safety-critical scenarios [15]. For
instance, recommender systems should not suggest extremist con-
tent [10]. Constrained Markov decision processes (CMDP) [4] ex-
press such safety constraints with a cost signal indicating unsafe in-
teractions. Such costs are decoupled from the rewards to facilitate the
learning of safe behaviours.

Developments in safe RL have allowed us to learn safe poli-
cies in CMDPs. For instance, SAC-Lagrangian [19] combines the
Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [21, 22] algorithm with Lagrangian meth-
ods to learn a safe policy in an off-policy way. This algorithm solves
high-dimensional problems with a sample complexity lower than on-
policy algorithms. Unfortunately, it only finds a safe policy at the end
of the training process and may be unsafe while learning. In terms
of safety, we consider episode-wise constraints instead of step-wise
constraints, so a few unsafe actions are allowed in an episode.

Some knowledge about the safety dynamics can ensure safety dur-
ing learning. One can pre-compute unsafe behaviour and mask un-
safe actions using a so-called shield [3, 26, 8], or start from an ini-
tially safe baseline policy and gradually improve its performance
while remaining safe [2, 49, 57]. However, these approaches may
necessitate numerous interactions with the environment before they
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Figure 1. Transferring the Safe Guide (SaGui) policy π� from the source
task (�) to the target task (�) with three steps.

find an adequate policy [60]. Moreover, reusing a pre-trained pol-
icy can have a detrimental effect, since the agent encounters a new
trajectory distribution as the policy changes [24]. Therefore, we in-
vestigate how to efficiently solve a task without violating the safety
constraints.

We make two key observations. First, RL agents often learn in a
controlled environment, such as a laboratory or a simulator, before
being deployed in the real world [15]. Second, an agent can often
benefit from expert guidance instead of solely relying on trial and
error [36]. For instance, in autonomous driving, the driver agent can
quickly learn by mimicking an expert’s behaviour to handle danger-
ous situations. Such a process is referred to as policy distillation. Fur-
thermore, under expert guidance, the agent can safely explore before
taking dangerous actions.

Transfer learning [48] investigates how to improve the learning of
a target task with some knowledge from a source task. In these set-
tings, the source task may provide only partial knowledge of the tar-
get task. We adopt a transfer learning framework and refer to (i) the
controlled environment as the source task (�) and (ii) the real world
as the target task (�). In our setting, the controlled environment pro-
vides only the cost signals related to safety but not the reward signals
of the target task in the real world. The central problem is then to
avoid safety violations after the target task has been revealed.

Our approach. We show how to transfer knowledge encoded by
a policy to enhance safety. Here, we refer to the policy that has been
learned in the source task as the safe guide (SaGui, Figure 1). The in-
tuition is that, in the real world, the agent is guided to accomplish the
target task in a safe manner. We propose to transfer SaGui from the
source task to the target task. Our approach has three central steps:
i) train the SaGui policy and transfer it to the target task; ii) distill the
guide’s policy into a student policy which is dedicated to the target
task, and iii) compose a behaviour policy that balances safe explo-
ration (using the guide) and exploitation (using the student).

As we train the guide in a reward-free constrained RL setting [34],
the agent only observes the costs related to safety, and it does not ac-
cess reward signals. This task-agnostic approach allows us to train a
guide independently of the reward of the target task, so this guide can
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be useful for different reward functions. Furthermore, we assume the
source task preserves the dynamics related to safety, which allows us
to train a guide that can act safely when transferred to the target task.
Inspired by advances in robotics where an agent is trained under strict
supervision, we assume the source task is a simulated/controlled en-
vironment [40, 53]. Therefore, safety is not required while training
the SaGui policy. Once the target task is revealed, SaGui safely col-
lects the initial trajectories in the target environment and the student
starts learning based on these trajectories. To ensure that the new
policy quickly learns how to act safely, we also employ a policy dis-
tillation method, encouraging the student to imitate the guide.

Contributions. Our main contributions are: we i) formalize
transfer learning for RL from a safety perspective; ii) propose to
guide learning using a task-agnostic agent with exploration benefits;
iii) show how to adaptively regularize the student policy to the guide
policy based on the student’s safety; iv) investigate when to sample
from the student or from the guide to ensure safe behaviour in the
target environment and fast convergence of the student policy; and
v) demonstrate empirically that, compared to learning from scratch
and adapting a pre-trained policy, our method can solve the target
task faster without violating the safety constraints in the target task.

2 Related Work

Safe RL has multiple facets [15], ranging from alternative optimiza-
tion criteria [55, 9] to safe exploration based on some prior knowl-
edge [2, 3, 26, 44, 58, 42]. We review methods to train the guide and
solve new tasks using a pre-trained policy.

Multiple algorithms have been proposed for generalizing policies
from reward-free RL for better performance in target tasks [61, 17,
43]. However, only a few works have considered reward-free RL with
constraints [34, 39]. They focus on tabular and linear settings while
we consider general function approximation algorithms.

Work in transfer learning has leveraged meta-RL [14] for safe
adaptation [18, 32, 30]. Our work is also related to curriculum learn-
ing [5, 51, 33]. We first train an agent to be safe and later solve a
target task. However, our approach focuses on safe exploration and
is able to transfer to tasks with different reward functions, so the
guide’s training is ignored.

Our work resembles certain safe transfer-RL frameworks [27, 58],
which also leverage prior knowledge to aid learning in a target task.
However, the SaGui framework differs from them in terms of safety
definition, knowledge acquisition in the source task, or knowledge
usage in the target task. Our prior knowledge is more effective for
various downstream tasks, and SaGui is the only framework that is
safe while learning in the target task.

3 Background

We formalize the safe RL problem and describe typical approaches.

3.1 Constrained Markov Decision Processes

We consider tasks formulated by constrained Markov decision pro-
cesses (CMDPs) [4, 7]. A CMDP is defined as a tuple M =
〈S,A,P, r, c, d, γ〉: a state space S, an action space A, a proba-
bilistic transition function P : S × A �→ Dist(S), a reward func-
tion r : S × A �→ [rmin, rmax], a cost function c : S × A �→
[cmin, cmax], a safety threshold d ∈ R

+, and a discount factor γ ∈
[0, 1). We also consider an initial state distribution ι : S �→ [0, 1]. In
a constrained RL problem, an agent interacts with a CMDP without

knowledge about the transition, reward, and cost functions, generat-
ing a trajectory τ = 〈(s0, a0, r0, c0, s

′
0), (s1, a1, r1, c1, s

′
1), · · · 〉. A

trajectory starts from s0 ∼ ι(·). Then, at each timestep t the agent is
in a state st ∈ S, and takes an action at ∈ A. It subsequently gets
a reward rt = r(st, at), a cost ct = c(st, at), and steps into a new
state s′t ∼ P(· | st, at). This process repeats starting from st+1 = s′t
until a terminal condition is met and a new trajectory starts. The goal
is to learn a policy π that maximizes the expected discounted return
such that the expected discounted cost-return remains below d:

max
π

Eρπ

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtrt

]
s.t. Eρπ

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtct

]
≤ d, (1)

where ρπ indicates the trajectory distribution induced by s0 ∼ ι(·),
at ∼ π(· | st), and st+1 ∼ P(· | st, at). We define the dis-
counted return starting from s, a and following π as Qr

π(s, a) =
Eρπ

[∑∞
t=0 γ

trt
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a

]
, and, similarly, the discounted

cost-return Qc
π(s, a).

From the safe RL perspective, if a policy has an expected cost-
return lower than the safety-threshold d, then this policy is consid-
ered safe. Therefore, the objective of a safe RL agent is to find a
policy, among the safe policies, that has the highest expected return.

3.2 Maximum Entropy Reinforcement Learning

A common strategy to improve the exploration and robustness of RL
agents is to favour policies that induce diverse behaviours [63, 13].
We can incorporate it in the safe RL main objective by augment-
ing the problem with a term that aims to maximize the policy en-
tropy [20]:

max
π

Eρπ

[ ∞∑
t=0

γt (rt+αH(π(st)))

]
s.t.Eρπ

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtct

]
≤d, (2)

where H(·) is the entropy of a distribution over a random variable,
and α is the entropy weight. In general, this objective encourages
the agent to use maximally stochastic policies. Alternatively, we can
encourage the policy to have at least a minimum entropy H [22] by
adding the following constraint to (1):

Eρπ [− log(π(at | st))] ≥ H, ∀t, (3)

where H is the given entropy threshold to ensure a minimum de-
gree of randomness. This approach allows the policy to converge to
a more deterministic behaviour than (2). Besides, it only requires the
system’s designer to define H and it lets the RL agent automatically
find a trade-off between the policy’s entropy and rewards. Therefore,
α becomes an intrinsic parameter of the RL algorithm.

The maximum entropy RL with safety constraint (2) can be solved
by the SAC-Lagrangian (SAC-λ) [19] method. SAC-λ is a SAC-
based method that has two critics and uses an adaptive entropy
weight α (parameterized by θα) and an adaptive safety weight β
(parameterized by θβ) to manage a trade-off among exploration, re-
ward, and safety. The reward critic estimates the expected return Qr

(parameterized by θR), possibly with an entropy bonus to promote
exploration, while the safety critic estimates the cost-return Qc (pa-
rameterized by θC ) to encourage safety. The policy π is parameter-
ized by θπ . Appendix A [54] provides a detailed description of how
to learn each component, including the losses. Throughout the paper,
we represent learning rates with η, replay buffers with D, and losses
with J . We only update α when a desirable H is given, so α is fixed
whenever we use the formulation (2).
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Figure 2. Transfer metrics for safe reinforcement learning. Usually, we consider safety jump-start and Δ time to safety. If we can develop agents that learn
without violating the safety requirements, we can also consider return jump-start and Δ time to optimum.

4 Safe and Efficient Exploration

Naturally, to train RL agents without violating the safety constraints,
some prior knowledge is required [44]. Often, a safe initial policy
collects the initial trajectories [2, 49, 57]. However, these approaches
largely neglect how this policy is computed or what makes it effec-
tive. Therefore, we consider the problem of how to obtain an initial
policy that can safely expedite learning in the target task. Next, we
formalize the problem and provide an overview of our approach.

4.1 Problem Setting

We formalize our problem setting using the transfer learning (TL)
framework. In general, TL allows RL agents to use expertise from
source tasks to speed up the learning process on a target task [48, 62].
The source tasks {M�} should provide some knowledge K� to an
agent learning in the target task M�, such that, by leveraging K�,
the agent learns the target task M� faster.

As we are particularly interested in the safety properties of the
transfer, we consider a reward-free source task, which only pro-
vides information about the safety dynamics. Moreover, we use
a policy to encode the knowledge transferred. Formally, given a
source task M� = 〈S�,A�,P�, ∅, c�, d�, ι�, γ〉, we compute
the policy π� in the absence of a reward signal. This provides
knowledge K� = {π�} to help solving the target task M� =
〈S�,A�,P�, r�, c�, d�, ι�, γ〉.

To apply the source policy π� in the target task S�, we have a
mapping from the source state space to the target state space Ξ :
S� → S�. Then, we can define a target policy π�→� as follows:
π�→�(s) = π�(Ξ(s)). We assume the source task M� and target
task M� share the same action space. Appendix B.1 [54] describes
how to obtain the source task based on Ξ and the target task.

Assumption 1. A� = A� = A.

To enable the knowledge transferable between tasks, having the
same action spaces ensures that the policy learned in the source task
is directly applicable to the target task.

4.2 Transfer Metrics

To evaluate a safe transfer RL algorithm, Figure 2(a) presents
a schematic of metrics related to safety (inspired by transfer in
RL [48]): safety jump-start indicates how much closer to the safety
threshold the expected cost-return of an agent learning with the
source knowledge is compared to the expected cost-return of an agent
learning from scratch in the first episodes, and Δ time to safety is the
difference in the number of interactions required to become safe.

Notice that a trained agent might start with an expected cost-return
lower than the safety threshold, for instance, when the safety thresh-
old in the source task is lower than in the target task (Figure 2(b)).

In this case, safety jump-start would be the difference between the
safety threshold and the cost-return of an agent learning from scratch.
Similarly, the Δ time to safety would be the number of interactions
an agent learning from scratch needs to become safe.

In the case of two methods that can solve the target task without
violating the safety constraints, we can also consider the usual met-
rics of transfer learning with respect to the reward [48]. For instance,
Figure 2(c) shows the initial improvement in terms of performance
which we call return jump-start, and the time necessary to reach an
optimum performance, which we call the Δ time to optimum.

Problem statement. We aim to maximize the safety jump-start
(potentially preventing safety violations in the target task) and to re-
duce the time to optimum (improving exploration) when transferring
a policy π� from a source task M� to a target task M�.

4.3 Method Overview

Recall that for our transfer setting, we consider a single source task
that only provides the safety signals, which we use to train the guide.
Without the reward signal, the guide aims to explore the world safely
and efficiently. We are interested in using the guide’s safe exploration
capabilities to train the student on the target task without violating the
safety constraints. Notably, i) the guide and the student are trained
separately; ii) the guide is only trained once and can support the
training of different students; and iii) the guide only has access to
safety information and no knowledge about the student’s task.

To ensure the source policy is safe when deployed in the target
task, we assume that the source task has a safety threshold lower than
or equal to the target task, and Ξ is a state abstraction that preserves
the safety dynamics, as formalized next.

Assumption 2. The safety threshold of the target task upper bounds
the safety threshold of the source task: d� ≤ d�.

Assumption 3. Ξ is a Qc
π-irrelevance abstraction [31], therefore

Ξ(s)=Ξ(s′) ⇒ Qc
π�(s, a) = Qc

π�(s′, a), ∀s, s′ ∈ S�, a ∈ A, π�.

Now, we can connect the expected cost-return of a policy on the
source task to the expected cost-return on the target task.

Lemma 1. Given Assumption 1 and Assumption 3, we have

Qc,�
π� (Ξ(s), a) = Qc,�

π�→�(s, a) ∀s ∈ S�, a ∈ A, π�.

That is, the expected cost of a source policy is the same in the source
task and in the target task.

Proof. Appendix B.2 provides the proof [54].
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Theorem 1. If Ξ is a Qc
π-irrelevant state abstraction, then any pol-

icy that is safe on the source task M� is also safe when deployed on
the target task M�.

Proof.

Qc,�
π�→�(s, a)

Lemma 1
= Qc,�

π� (Ξ(s), a)
Premise≤ d�

Assumption 2
≤ d�.

It is important to note, however, that the reward function r� in the
target task may be unrelated to the state space of the source task S�.
Therefore, although a policy that is safe on the source task is also safe
on the target task, the behaviour required to accomplish the target
task may not be defined on the source task. Consider, for instance, an
agent with access to its position and the position of a threat. In each
target task, the agent might need to visit a different goal position,
which is not defined in the source task. Then, a safe policy may be
conditioned only on the positions of the agent and the threat, but to
achieve the target, the agent must consider the goal position. This
highlights the need to compute a policy dedicated to the target task.

5 Guided Safe Exploration

In this section, we consider how to train the safe guide (SaGui) pol-
icy. Then, we describe how the student learns to imitate the SaGui
policy after the task is revealed while learning to complete the target
task. Finally, we investigate how to prevent safety violations while
the student has not yet learned how to act safely.

5.1 Training the Safe Guide

Since the source task does not provide information regarding the re-
ward of the target task, we adopt a reward-free exploration approach
to train the guide. To efficiently explore the world, we first consider
maximizing the policy entropy under safety constraints. Then, we
can solve the problem defined in Equation 2 with r(s, a) = 0 : ∀s ∈
S, a ∈ A to get a guide MAXENT. However, although MAXENT

tends to have diverse behaviours, that does not imply efficient explo-
ration of the environment. Especially for continuous state and action
spaces, it is possible that a policy provides limited exploration even
if it has high entropy.

To enhance the exploration of the guide, we adopt an auxiliary re-
ward that motivates the agent to visit novel states. To measure the
novelty, we first define the metric space (S‡, δ), where S‡ is an ab-
stracted state space and δ : S‡×S‡ → [0,∞) is a distance function:

δ(s, s′) = 0 ⇔ s = s′,

δ(s, s′) = δ(s′, s), and

δ(s′, s′′) ≤ δ(s, s′) + δ(s, s′′), ∀s, s′, s′′ ∈ S.

Note that S‡ may not be the original state space S. Especially when
S is high-dimensional, S‡ can be some selected dimensions from S,
or a latent space from representation learning. Next, we define the
auxiliary reward as the expected distance between the current state
and the successor state:

rδt (st, at) = Est+1∼P(·|st,at)

[
δ(f‡(st), f

‡(st+1))
]
, (4)

where we may apply a potential abstraction f‡ : S → S‡. So, we
train the guide agent by solving the constraint optimization prob-
lem (2) based on the auxiliary reward rδ . Then, we can use SAC-λ
directly to solve (2), as Algorithm 2 shows (Appendix A [54]). In

Algorithm 1 Guided Safe Exploration

Input: M�, π�, H, d
Initialize: D ← ∅, θ�χ for χ ∈ {π,R,C, α, β}
Output: Optimized parameters θ�π for π�

1: for each iteration do

2: for each environment step do

3: if linear-decay then
4: b ← fld(�,�) � linearly eliminate the effect of π�

5: else if control-switch then
6: b ← fcs(�,�) � π� takes control if unsafe
7: end if
8: at ∼ πb(· | st) � Composite sampling (6)
9: It ← I(st, at) � IS ratio (7)

10: r�t ← r�(st, at)
11: r�t ← log π�(at | Ξ(st))
12: c�t ← c�(st, at)
13: st+1 ∼ P�(· | st, at)
14: D ← D ∪ {(st, at, r

�
t , r�t , c

�
t , It, st+1)}

15: end for

16: for each gradient step do

17: Sample experience from D
18: for χ ∈ {π,R,C, α, β} do

19: θ�χ ← θ�χ − ηχ∇̂θ�χ
IJχ(θ

�
χ ) � Updating θ�χ

20: end for

21: end for

22: end for

future research, we will also investigate different distance functions
to understand their effects on exploration.

This auxiliary reward does not explicitly promote exploration, but
we find that increasing the step size and policy entropy significantly
improves exploration in practice. Overall, our experiment with the
auxiliary reward aimed to evaluate the impact of the exploration of
the guide on how safely and quickly the student learns.

We could also consider more sophisticated reward-free exploration
strategies such as maximizing the entropy of the state occupancy dis-
tribution [41, 47, 23]. We leave this as future work and focus on using
the guide to improve how the student learns.

5.2 Policy Distillation From the Safe Guide

When the agent is trained for a certain task, it is difficult to gener-
alize when faced with a new task [24]. Similarly, it is not trivial to
adjust the guide’s policy that was trained to explore the environment
to perform the target task. Therefore, we train a new policy, referred
as the student, dedicated to the target task.

We can leverage the guide to quickly learn how to act safely.
Through the mapping function Ξ, the transferred policy can be used
by most constrained RL algorithms to regularize the student pol-
icy π� towards the guide policy π� using KL divergences, as shown
in Figure 3. So, with π� fixed, we have an augmented reward func-
tion r′t = r�t + ωrKL

t + αrHt , where rKL
t = log π�(at|Ξ(st))

π�(at|st)
and rHt = − log π�(at | st). The weights ω and α indicate the
strengths of the KL and entropy regularization (respectively). Ap-
pendix C [54] shows that setting r�t = log π�(at | Ξ(st)) we obtain
ωrKL+αrH = ωr� + (ω + α)rH. Therefore, we can define the stu-
dent’s objective:

max
π�

Eτ∼ρ
π�

∞∑
t=0

γt
[
r�t + ωr�t + (α+ ω)rHt

]
. (5)
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Figure 3. Overview of the policy distillation. Through the mapping func-
tion Ξ, the transferred policy can be used to regularize the student policy π�

towards the guide policy π�.

To find an appropriate ω, our goal is to follow the guide more
for safer exploration if the student’s policy is unsafe, but eliminate
the influence from the guide and focus more on the performance if
the student’s policy is safe. Therefore, we propose to set ω = β to
determine the strength of the KL regularization since the adaptive
safety weight β reflects the safety of the current policy.

In summary, we have an entropy regularized expected return with
redefined (regularized) reward r′′t = r�t + βr�t . This augmented re-
ward encourages the student to yield actions that are more likely to
be generated by the guide. Then, SAC-λ can be directly used to solve
(5) with the additional entropy constraint (Algorithm 1, lines 16-19).

5.3 Composite Sampling

To enhance safety and improve the student during training (Algo-
rithm 1, lines 2-14), we leverage a composite sampling strategy,
which means our behaviour policy (πb) is a mixture of the guide’s
policy (π�) and the student’s policy (π�). So, at each environment
step, at ∼ πb(· | st), st ∈ S� where

πb(· | st) =
{
π�(· | Ξ(st)), if b = �,
π�(· | st), otherwise.

(6)

We investigate two strategies to define the stochastic value of b.
Linear-decay (Algorithm 3 in Appendix D [54]). This strategy,

denoted as b = fld(�,�), linearly decreases the probability of us-
ing π� with a constant decay rate after each iteration of the algo-
rithm, conversely increasing the probability of using π�. We have
two modes with linear-decay: step-wise, where in each time step we
may change πb; and trajectory-wise, where πb only changes at the
start of a trajectory. The mode is decided before executing an episode,
and smoothly switches from the complete step-wise to the complete
trajectory-wise over the training process.

Control-switch (Algorithm 4 in Appendix D [54]). To balance
between the safe exploration and the sample efficiency (the samples
from the target policy is relatively more valuable), the student policy
keeps sampling, i.e., πb = π� at the start of a trajectory; after we
meet the first ct−1 > 0, we have πb = π� until the end of the trajec-
tory. Therefore, the guide policy serves as a rescue policy to improve
safety during sampling. We denote this strategy as b = fcs(�,�).

With the composite sampling strategy, the function approximation
may diverge, because π� and πb are too different, especially when
we collect most data following π�. This phenomenon is related to
the deadly triad [46]. To eliminate its negative effect, we endow each
sample with an importance sampling (IS) ratio:

I(s, a) = min

(
max

(
π�(a | s)
πb(a | s) , Il

)
, Iu

)
. (7)

The clipping hyper-parameters Iu and Il are introduced to reduce
the variance of the off-policy TD target. Notice that if πb is using the

Figure 4. Navigation tasks with different complexity levels: static where all
objects are fixed (left), semi-dynamic where the goal is randomly initialized
before each episode (center), and dynamic where all objects are randomly
initialized locations before each episode (right).

student π� then I(s, a) = 1. Here, in addition to use the IS ratio I
for learning values (the critics), we also use it in the policy update,
as shown in line 19 of Algorithm 1.

6 Empirical Analysis

We evaluate how well our method transfers from the reward-free set-
ting using the SafetyGym engine [38], where a random-initialized
robot navigates a 2D map to reach target positions while trying to
avoid dangerous areas and obstacles (Figure 4). These tasks are par-
ticularly complex due to the observation space; instead of observing
its location, the agent observes the relative location of other objects
with a lidar sensor. We considered three environments with differ-
ent complexity levels. A static environment with a point robot and a
hazard. The locations of the hazard and goal are fixed in all episodes.
A semi-dynamic environment with a car robot, four hazards, and
four vases. The locations of the hazards and vases are the same in
all episodes. The location of the goal is randomly-initialized in each
episode. A dynamic environment with a point robot, eight hazards,
and a vase. The locations of the goal, vase, and hazards are randomly-
initialized in each episode.

The guide agent is trained without the goals, and its auxiliary re-
ward is the magnitude of displacement at each time step. We pro-
vide a detailed description of the safety-mapping function in Ap-
pendix G [54]. Since our focus is on the target task and the guide is
trained in a controlled environment, we do not consider the guide’s
training in the evaluation. In the target tasks, we use the original re-
ward signal from Safety Gym, i.e., the distance towards the goal plus
a constant for finishing the task [38]. In all environments: c = 1, if
an unsafe interaction happens, and c = 0, otherwise. We repeat each
experiment 10 times with different random seeds and the plots show
the mean and standard deviation of all runs.

To evaluate the performance during training, we use the follow-
ing metrics: safety of the behaviour policy (Cost-Return πb), per-
formance of the behaviour policy (Return πb), safety of the tar-
get policy (Cost-Return π�), and performance of the target pol-
icy (Return π�). To check the convergence of the target policy, we
have a test process with 100 episodes after each epoch (in parallel
to the training) to evaluate Return π� and Cost-Return π�. Ap-
pendix F reports the evaluation of π� and Appendix G the hyper-
parameters used [54]. The code of the experiments is available at
https://github.com/qisong-yang/SaGui.

6.1 Ablation Study

We investigate each component of the proposed SAGUI algorithm
individually to answer the following questions: i) Does the auxiliary
reward enlarge the exploration range? ii) Does a better guide agent
result in a better student in the target task? iii) How does the adaptive
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Figure 5. Exploration analysis with trajectories collected by the different
guide agents in Static and Semi-Dynamic.

strength of the KL regularization affect the performance? iv) How
does the composite sampling benefit the safe transfer learning?

i) Auxiliary reward leads to more diverse trajectories. We per-
formed an ablation of our approach where no auxiliary reward is
added while training the guide agent, called MAXENT. We refer to
the agent with the auxiliary reward as SAGUI. This teases apart the
role the designed auxiliary task plays in the exploration. In Figure 5,
we can see that SAGUI can explore larger areas in Static and Semi-
Dynamic, which have the same layout in each episode. We notice that
MAXENT is safe, but the explored space is limited. That is also the
case in Dynamic, as shown in the attached videos.

ii) An effective guide can speed up the student’s training. We
compare how these guides (MAXENT and SAGUI) affect the learning
in the target task. In Figure 7 (Appendix E [54]), we notice that both
methods can collect samples safely, but the agent using the auxiliary
reward needs fewer interactions to find high-performing policies.

iii) Safety-adaptive regularization improves the student’s con-

vergence rate. To combine the original reward with the bonus to
follow the guide (ω), we have the following choices: fix the weights
of the bonus and make it to be a hyperparameter to tune (FIXREG);
apply a decay rate to linearly decrease the weights during train-
ing (DECREG); and, adapt the weights of the bonus based on the
safety performance (SAGUI). In Figure 7(a) (Appendix E [54]), we
observe that this weight does not affect the safety of the agent, but
both FIXREG and DECREG cause the student to converge slower in
terms of performance (Figure 7(b) in Appendix E [54]).

iv) Composite sampling enhances safety and final perfor-

mance. We modify the composite sampling approach, sampling only
from the guide (GUISAM) or the student (STUSAM) instead. From
the results in Figure 7(a) (Appendix E [54]), we can see that GUISAM

can ensure safety, but the student does not learn a safe optimal pol-
icy (Figure 7(b) in Appendix E [54]). Compared to our method,
STUSAM performs similarly converging to a safe target policy, but
fails to satisfy the constraint at the early stage of training. So, com-
posite sampling is necessary to avoid the dangerous actions from a
naive policy and to ensure the target task is solved.

6.2 Comparison with Baselines

Finally, we compare � SAGUI (control-switch) and � SAGUI

(linear-decay) with five baselines, divided into three groups.

Learning from scratch. (1)� SAC-λ [19] shows the performance
when starting to learn from scratch, representing an off-policy al-
gorithm. Similarly, (2) � CPO [2] is an on-policy algorithm that
maximizes the reward in a small neighbourhood to enforce the
safety constraints.

Pre-training. (3)� CPO-PRE and (4)� SAC-λ-PRE demonstrate
how CPO and SAC-λ perform after being pre-trained in a task
that replaces the target reward by the auxiliary reward. This way,

we also encourage exploration in the task for pre-training, which
shares the same observation space with the target task.

Expert-in-the-loop. (5) As an upper bound, we also consider the
Expert Guided Policy Optimization (� EGPO) [36] algorithm,
which uses knowledge from the target task in the form of an ex-
pert to train a student policy. EGPO proposes a guardian mecha-
nism that replaces the actions of the student by the expert when
the student takes actions too different from the expert. In sum-
mary, EGPO uses an expert policy as a demonstrator as well as a
safety guardian (see Appendix H [54] for more details).

Notice, for CPO-PRE, SAC-λ-PRE and EGPO we adapt the
source task to have the same observation space as the target task,
which gives them an advantage compared to SAGUI. Furthermore,
EGPO has access to a policy trained on the target task, while SAGUI

only has access to the source task without the goal observations.
Safety during training. In Figure 6, we observe that SAGUI

(control-switch) and EGPO are the only methods that exhibit safe
behaviour during the full training process.

Learning from scratch is unsafe and may converge to sub-

optimal and even unsafe policies. SAC-λ and CPO can learn
safe policies in relatively simpler environments (Static and Semi-
Dynamic) but they violate the safety constraints at the beginning
of training, which is expected. In Dynamic, SAC-λ and CPO fail
to attain safe performance. However, with benefits from the guide,
SAGUI (control-switch), on the basis of SAC-λ, attains a better bal-
ance between safety and performance.

Pre-training is insufficient. With pre-training, a safe initialization
cannot benefit CPO-PRE and SAC-λ-PRE in safety, and may have
negative effects. We infer that it is difficult to generalize a task when
faced with a new reward signal [24]. Especially for SAC-λ-PRE with
an initialized Qr , the difficulty to adapt is evident.

Fast convergence rates. Benefiting from the targeted expert pol-
icy, the behaviour policy of EGPO has a high return through-
out the training in the target environment. But SAGUI (control-
switch) quickly finds policies with similar performance despite lack
of knowledge of the target task (Figure 6).

The distillation mechanism ensures the safety of the target pol-

icy. Figure 8 (Appendix F [54]) shows that SAGUI (control-switch)
can learn a well-performing target policy in a safe way. Without
the policy distillation mechanism like SAGUI, EGPO (learning only
from the expert demonstrations) fails to find a safe target policy. This
indicates that the target policy computed with SAGUI may eventu-
ally take full control of the target task, while the policy computed by
EGPO may still require interventions from the expert.
Control-switch can be more effective than linear-decay. SAGUI

(linear-decay), which lacks samples from π� at the early stage of
training, does not achieve similar performance as SAGUI (control-
switch). Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show that linear-decay fails to com-
pose the behaviour policy πb safely.
Summary. Overall, SAGUI does not violate the safety constraints

on the target environment, quickly finds high-performing policies,
and can train a student able to act independently from the guide.

7 Conclusion

This work handles multiple challenges of reinforcement learning
with safety constraints. It shows how we can use a safe exploration
policy (the guide) during data collection and gradually switch to a
policy that is dedicated to the target task (the student). It tackles the
off-policy issue that arises from collecting data with a policy differ-
ent from the target policy. It shows how the student can make the
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Figure 6. Evaluation of πb for CPO, CPO-PRE, SAC-λ, SAC-λ-PRE, EGPO, and SAGUI over 10 seeds. The solid lines are the average of all runs, and the
shaded area is the standard deviation. The black dashed lines indicate the safety thresholds.

best use of the guide’s policy using an incentive to imitate the guide,
which makes the student learn faster how to behave safely. It demon-
strates that simply initializing an agent with a safe policy may not
be as effective as learning a new policy dedicated to the target task
through policy distillation. Finally, it proposes a method that can col-
lect diverse trajectories, which reduces the sample complexity of the
student on the target task. In summary, the framework proposed is a
safe and sample-efficient way of training the agent on a target task.

Limitations. Our framework assumes that the source task provides
information on the cost function, allowing the guide policy to accu-
mulate the same cost in the target task as in the source task (Sec-
tion 4.3). This assumption enables safe learning in the target task.
However, if the cost function or trajectory distribution changes, the
source task may not provide useful safety information for the tar-
get task. In such cases, alternative methods should be considered
to ensure safe exploration. We focus on downstream tasks where
pre-trained agents are utilized for safe exploration knowledge, dis-
regarding the interactions used to train the SaGui policy. Sample ef-
ficiency in the target task is emphasized, not including samples used
for source task learning. Nevertheless, the pre-trained policy can be
reused for multiple target tasks, enabling us to amortize the guide’s
training across them, making the number of samples required to train
the guide negligible as the number of downstream tasks increases.
While efficient learning of a SaGui policy is a significant challenge,
we view it as a separate research direction [23].

Future work. While we consider a relatively simple strategy to
achieve rich exploration, our framework allows the translation of
any progress in reward-free RL into training the guide agent. For
instance, we could adopt works with the entropy of the state den-
sity [23, 29, 41, 25, 61, 47, 52, 37, 56], or with the adaptive re-
ward functions to explore various skills [12]. Another option to im-
prove exploration is to find a set of diverse policies to the same
problem [16, 28, 59]. Our framework could easily combine multiple
guides. As to composite sampling strategies, recovery and shield-
ing mechanisms [3, 50] could be further explored to combine with
a safe guide, in particular using the control-switch mechanism that
we evaluated. Nevertheless, we highlight that while a student using
a recovery policy must explore alone, the safe guide can enhance the
student’s exploration, accelerating the learning of the target task.
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